Construction of Boolean logic gates based on dual-vector circuits of multiple gene regulatory elements.
Gene circuits are constructed to run complex logical operations for the precise regulation of biological metabolic processes. At present, the implementation of most genetic circuits is based on the regulatory mechanism of various circuit components, but we hope to realize complex logic gates through biological metabolic pathways of organisms. In this study, we matched the regulatory elements of different functional mechanisms to build a Boolean logic gate model by means of a dual-vector circuit. In Escherichia coli, we made 12 circuit logic gate modules and validated the functions of four of the logic gates, including "AND", "NAND", "OR" and "NOR" by the expression and analysis of a reporter gene. The inputs were converted into outputs by an intermediate product of the host metabolism. The results indicated that these logic gate circuits had the expected efficacy and regulatory characteristics. Our study provides new ideas for designing genetic circuits and precisely controlling metabolic pathways.